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ABSTRACT

The theory of Solar-Terrestrial relationships developed

earlier by the author is extended to incorporate expressions

that represent the non-linear responses of the Earth-Atmosphere

system to inconlng solar radiation In a nore detailed manner.

Application of the extended theory to Equatorial locations leads

to new and interesting features that are consistent with past

observations. It also predicts the existence of new oscillations

in the Equatorial atmosphere whose causative physical processes

are given and explained. Non-Equatorial locations are treated

along similar lines in Part 2 of the series.
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i. INTRODUCTION

Research into the physics behind solar-tcrrcstrial relation-

ships has been pursued for at least three decades . In the course

of this research, several mechanisms were suggested as being physical

agents that link the Sun, on one hand.aml climatic/weather as well as

general atmospheric variations^on the other hand. Some of the suggested

mechanisms arc: catalytic destruction of stratospheric ozone by odd

nitrogen and odd hydrogen formed by charged particles , stratospheric

oione changes triggered by corresponding variations in the solar W

flux , electrical coupling mechanisms in the atmosphere * ' and

direct radiative effects . Further details are given in recent

reviews as well as proceedings of scientific conferences" ''".

At least up to the mid-1'JKO's, physical mechanisms responsible for

the observed solar-terrestrial relationships had not yet been exhausti-
34vcly established .

h-H

Recently the author developed a new theory for explaining the

relationships between the Sun and climatic/atmospheric variations ".

This theory, which has displayed excellent agreement with observations

may bo sunmarised as follows. The rotational motion of the lUirth

creates, for each location on the liarth's surface and the atmospheric

portion thereupon, a continuous process for sampling incoming solar

radiation. The continuous interaction between incoming solar

radiation and both the latter process as well as the non-linear

response of the Rarth-Atmosphere system creates the energetics

required to account sufficiently for the observed climatic/weather

and other atmospheric variations. In the earlier version of our

theory "* we did not incorporate the second and higher order terms

of the latter non-linear response hut despite this, the theory
7-fidisplayed a very good agreement with past observations . In this

paper we extend the earlier version of our theory by taking into

account the second and higher order terms of the ahovc-n.imcd non-linear

response. The extended theory reveals additional informat ion and

predictions regarding important physical processes that routinely

take place in the llarth-Atmosphere system on varying time scales.

Besides, physical mechanisms responsible for a number of past observations

over lUjuatorial locations arc readily suggested and explained.

•2-

2. R Will At ION AND DISCUSSION

Ilic solar radiation that enters into the I:.arth-Atmophere system

spans in wavelength from ~0.0001 pm to ~3 ̂ m . The part of this

radiation whose wavelength is within the range 0.0001 jim - (1.175 urn

is wholly absorbed by the ionosphere while the portion at wavelength
n.175yum - 0.34 Jim is wholly absorbed by the ozonosphere . The whole

of the solar radiation at wavelengths 0.34 fim - 3ymii travels down to at

lc;)st the top of the troposphere ' . In terms of magnitudes, about
CJ8°. of the solar radiation that enters into the llarth-Atmosnherc

system penetrates down to the surface-troposnhcre system while about

1.751 is absorbed by the ozonosphere and the rest (--O.05*) is

absorbed by the ionosphere . Now on being heated up, the Tarth-

Atmosphere system gives out long-wave radiation (at wavelengths

3 m - R(̂ on} most of which originates in the surface-troposphere

system. As for the long-wave radiation produced in the surface-

troposphere system, part of this radiation is absorbed within the

same system and the remaining portion travels straight into space .

Some relatively small long-wave radiation is produced in the ozonosphere

and is wholly lost into space' . The heated ionosphere (which houses

only ahout 0.1*, of the total mass of the whole atmosphere) also

releases long-wave radiation (into space), but such radiation is

relatively very small indeed.

On the basis of the account given above, it is clear that an

arbitrary location L on the Earth's surface together with the

atmosphere thereupon consists of three distinct regions ench of which

samples out a different wavelength range of the incoming solar

radiation but which collectively sample out virtually the whole of

the solar radiation spectrum. These regions (which will hereinafter be

referred to as "L sampling regions") are: the ionosphere, the

ozonosphere and the surface-troposphere system. The L sampling

regions are not strongly linked by vertical energy-transferring motions

hecausc although such motions are common in the troposphere, they are
38rather uncommon above the tropopause .

Due to the liarth's rotational motion each I. sampling region

intercepts a specific portion of incoming solar radiation in an on-and-off

sampling sequence.
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Let us now consider a particular I, sampling region. Iffcct ivcly, this

1, sampling region s;implcs out a continuous radiation stream t'.(t) in such

a way that despite being continuous the latter is intercepted by the

respective L sampling region only during the day and not during the

night. Thus E(t) is a component of the overall incoming solar

radiation and hence consists generally of a constant component as well

as a time-varying component so that

N

H(t) = A *Z f.(t), (1)
0 k-1 K

where A is a constant, N is a constant and f.ft) is a sinusoidal
1-3

function whose radian frequency is denoted by w, . As shown elsewhere ,

the solar radiation f(t) that is actually received by the I. sampling

region over period T is a product of li(t), an array S(t) of sampling

windows and another function Cft) whose contribution is to limit S(t)

as well as r(t) to within duration T. Thus

f(t) = S{t}lKt)C(t)

We assume that the particular L sampling region under consideration

is located in the Equatorial zone. In this case, each sampling

window that forms part of Sft) extends over 12 hours so that equation

[2) may be written as follows for sufficiently large T:

• >
sin J

c o s

sinwn2t sin(3w()2t)

•j sin(bwn2t) + - si ^ sin('Jw()zt) •

^sin(10wnzt) • J (3)

where w()1 = 2n radians per day and w,,, = yr radians per day. Now since

the L sampling region is highly non-linear, we should expect its

response or net reception R(t} of solar energy during the period T to

he of the form

Hit) = (•it
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where k|f k^, kj, k^,...... arc all constants, tf we combine equations

fS) and (1) and then ignore the terms involving f(t)n for na3, we

obtain

2A,k

R(t) - - j - sin
2AQkj 8 A Q k2

"02 ̂

(sin 2w02t + I sin I sin Sw^t • { sin ftw^t

s i n -02'

A 2k. A k 8A

.(t)

n n k-i

. 2
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8 Ao k2
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2wn,t

o k=l
02"-

H*i
) s i n wo2l + < ( —

Ao 1 "

n n k,
f. (t)) sin w

02

Sk
t + _-± (1 t - ° (sin

2

l6k2Ao „ + 1 " f
sin w t — 1 — U + - t '

02 n^ A h»!

cos(2nw t)sinw t}JJ

(sin Zw t • i sin 3wQ2t • i sin Sw t + )} [ 1 + \ I f
k
<t:>J

J o k=l
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o k=l
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S i n "02'

2 ,A
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A . N
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+ ^ sin 9W()2t + J + f (5)
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(nterpretation of equation (51 yields very interesting results

which we may l i s t as follows.

nfl
( a ) i r T = — f o r n = 2 , 4 , 8 , 1 2 quasi-stable oscillations

at frequency Jw^ tofiether with the respective harmonics

fie. at frequencies Zw^, 3w, ) arc generated.

As n increases, the amplitudes of these oscillations

correspondingly decrease. Thus if w, represents the

radian frequency of the annual (seasonal) cycle and the

sunspot cycle in turn, then the condition just given will

lead into the generation of biennial oscillations and

double sunspot oscillations, respectively, besides,

harmonic oscillations at periods ~i year, ~^i years,...

would also be formed. Physical causes of all these

oscillations will he discussed later on.

(h) If T = p then for a fixed value of the positive

k
integer p, quasi-stable oscillations at frequencies

10 wk*

' w

w
k
 a r e formed, respectively, whenever

n = 1,2,3, The respective harmonics are also

formed. For a given value of p, these oscillations

decrease in amplitude as n increases. Thus if w. represents

the radian frequency of the annual cycle, then the

condition just given will lead to the formation of

quasi-stable oscillations at periods ~6 yrs, ~10 yrs,

~14 V T S , —18 yrs, —22 yrs,.....etc. Note that oscillations

at period ~22yrs may originate from either the annual

cycle (in the solar radiation) or the sunspot cycle (in the

solar radiation). More information regarding the physical

mechanism involved is given later on in the paper.

fc) Pairly stable oscillations exist

at frequencies nw 0 2, |wk ± n w ^ ^ and

I w. ± w + nWji-,1 where n = 1,2,3 and m(«k) is

a positive integer.
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Hor given values of k or m or both, the amplitudes of

these oscillations decrease as n increases. If we had
3 4taken into account terms in F(t) , f(t) in equation

(4) then we would have included additional terms in

equation (S) whose interpretation would imply the formation

of fairly stable but relatively weaker oscillations at

frequencies |3wk • nw-,, 1 , |4wk + nw-, | , .»

• k ~ m - i - 02 | ' 1 k ' m i " j " 021 '

where i and j are positive integers.

(d) Complex amplitude modulations exist whose modulating

frequencies arc w k for k * 1, 2 and the corresponding

carrier frequencies are | mwn, ± nw«2 | and | mnn
where m is a positive integer. In this case,

modulation index decreases as n increases.

"01 ~
the

Provided that the appropriate changes in E(t) and the constants

k. , k,, k,, are made, equation (5) applies fairly equally well

to all the three L sampling regions (je. the surface-troposphere

system, the ozonosphere and the ionosphere). If equation (5) is

applied to the surface-troposphere system, it is noted that the largest

amplitude of the individual oscillations represented by this equation
2k,

is 1
^Z~~ A 5. 0.03Ao since the maximum surface albedo in the

Kquatorial surface-troposphere system is about 85$ . This implies

that the oscillations represented by equation (S) are capable of

effecting a maximum change equal to about 5% or more of the solar

radiation incident upon the surface-troposphere system. Such a change

can, by itself, drive any (normal) climatic/weather phenomenon * .

In some recent work , a shorter version of equation (5) has not only

been used to reproduce and explain all the observed climatic variations

at periods 1 year to 110 years but it has, in conjuction with appropriate

boundary conditions, been used to successfully predict climatic variations

over East Africa up to 5 years in advance. This obviously implies

thnt equation (5), being more detailed and refined than its counterpart

version used earlier by Njau7 {s certainly more suitable for use in

climatic prediction work.
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As mentioned earlier, equation (5) applies well to the ozonosphere

anil ionosphere provided that appropriate changes in li(t) and the

constants k., k,, k^, arc made. Thus with proper incorporation

ol boundary conditions, the two equations obtained by so changing

equation [51 may be used to predict heat/temperature variations in

the ozonosphcre and the ionosphere, with regard to the ozonospherc,

I lie constant k. is close to unity' so that wo would expect strong

and biennial oscillations to exist in the tropical stratosphere

as already observed.

rt few points need to be made with regard to application of

<.qu.it ion (5) to the ionosphere. Since the variable component of

solar radiation is almost entirely in the far 1JV radiation and the
38latter is completely absorbed in the ionosphere' , the form

of l:(() appropriate for the ionosphere is dominated by a variable

component as compared to corresponding forms for the ozonosphere

and surface-troposphere system which are dominated by a constant

component. On this basis, biennial oscillations should be common in

the troposphere and stratosphere but uncommon or even ahsent in

the ionosphere. Oi the other hand, the ionosphere should respond much

more to solar activity as compared to either the stratosphere or

the troposphere. Observations show that this is actually the case'

Rcmemlier that as already noted in (b) above, tropospheric or

stratospheric oscillations at periods of about II or 22 years may

not necessarily be of solar cycle origin.

38,4]

If ionospheric temperature could be related to the corresponding

ionospheric electron density, then it would be possible to employ

equation (S) together with appropriate boundary conditions in predicting

ionospheric electron density variations. Under undisturhed conditions

the- peak noon electron densities N.,, N.: and Npj in the I) region,

I: region and F1 region, respectively, arc given approximately

as To I lows c' :

= h, cos Z)K
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r
m
•

<fj cos zy (7)

cos (B)

Fl

where the a's are electron production rates, the a's arc recombi-

nation coefficients, Z is solar zenith angle while b., h^, and b^ are

constants. According to llargreaves and Ratcliffc each of the

ratios and aF1/«F1 may b e e x p r e s s c d a s a function or Wolf sun-

spot number while the ratio increases and decreases with the

D-rcgion neutral temperature. But since temperature in any ionospheric

region increases and decreases with Wolf sunspot numbers " , the

ratios a-/o,j, ai:/°n an^ ai:i^aFl ma^ ^ e expressed in terms of 1)

region temperature, E region temperature and I-'l region temperature,

respectively, with the result that equation (5) may then be employed

in predicting future variations in N^, N.. and N... as long as the

required boundary conditions are known. Similar prediction may be

done on the yearly average peak F2 electron density fNpiV, since the

yearly average peak noon critical frequency (f F2) in Iho 1-2 region

. —19 ° av
is given as

I'.I)

where h, is a constant and R is Wolf sunspot number. Given the

possibility of predicting variations in N_, Np, N_. and (N,:-,) , there

ought to exist a possibility of predicting yearly variations in noon

total electron content (TIlC) only as long as the yearly average

ionospheric electron density profile may be constructed from yearly

average peak noon electron densities in the D,l;,l'l and 1-2 regions.

It is interesting to note that the basic causes of the oscillations

categorised under [a) and (b) earlier in this section which, to the

best of our knowledge had not been conclusively known may be easily

deduced from equation (5). A careful look at the Fourier transform of the

structure of each of the day-long sampling windows used to construct the

latter equation shows that such a structure introduces disturbances

at an infinite bandwidth.
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Uow when we consider a r initc period T(say) which incorporates a

finite number M of sampling windows, the phase terms or influences

of the M windows interact with each other to create disturbances

which at certain values of T turn into well defined quasi-stable

oscillations as detailed earl ier under fa) and (b). If T is extremely

large, the number of windows whose phase terms take part in the

above-named interaction becomes so large that all the phase terras

involved interact to form a constant rather than a variable

disturbance. In this case, the oscillations under (a) and (b) are

not formed. This analysis is ascertained by the fact that if

T ^ o o in equation (S) then Rft) takes a form that does not

predict any of the oscillations listed earlier under (a) and (h).

This particular form is given as follows:

2A k, 4A ko I -
R ( t )

"oi1

2A k , 4A k_
|_ + s— sin

01
tj I - 1 — cos(2n

N OO 1

n 2 k=l n-l in^

cos (2n
, 16A k ,

1 ' •
n

Rk

* n»l 4n -1

n2 i n =

DO
cos (?n w

(10)
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5. CONCLUSION

We have presented a theory that gives the physical and

theoretical basis or Solar-Terrestrial relationships in as far as Tropical

locations arc concerned. New features that are expected to be

present in the Equatorial atmosphere arc deduced from the theory and

fully accounted for in terms of their causative physical processes.

Apart from displaying consistency with available observations and

hence the expected features in the Rquatorial sector of the

liarth-Atmosphere system, the theory may also be employed in nuking

some climatic, stratospheric or ionospheric predictions as indicated

in the text. The theory is perhaps the first one that may be used

to guide climatic predictions as recent reports "confess that such a

theory had not existed before.
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